Abstract. We present a hybrid finite-volume-particle numerical method for computing the transport of a passive pollutant by a flow. The flow is modeled by the one-and two-dimensional Saint-Venant system of shallow water equations and the pollutant propagation is described by a transport equation. This paper is an extension of our previous work [Chertock, Kurganov and Petrova, J. Sci. Comput. (to appear)], where the one-dimensional finite-volume-particle method has been proposed. The core idea behind the finite-volume-particle method is to use different schemes for the flow and pollution computations: the shallow water equations are numerically integrated using a finite-volume scheme, while the transport equation is solved by a particle method. This way the specific advantages of each scheme are utilized at the right place. A special attention is given to the recovery of the point values of the numerical solution from its particle distribution. The reconstruction is obtained using a dual equation for the pollutant concentration. This results in a significantly enhanced resolution of the computed solution and also makes it much easier to extend the finite-volume-particle method to the two-dimensional case.
Introduction
Prediction of pollution transport by flows is an important problem in many industrial and environmental projects. Different mathematical models are used to describe the propagation of the pollutant and to obtain its accurate location and concentration.
In this paper, we consider the transport of a passive pollutant by a flow modeled by the Saint-Venant system of shallow water equations. In the two-dimensional (2-D) case, the system reads (1.1)
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we give a brief overview of central-upwind schemes and particle methods. Our new method is described in Section 2.3, and the numerical computations are carried out in Section 3.
2.
Hybrid finite-volume-particle method
Semi-discrete central-upwind schemes -an overview
In this section, we briefly describe the central-upwind schemes for 2-D hyperbolic systems of conservation and balance laws. These schemes are Godunov-type finite-volume methods. For their complete description and derivation, as well as for their 1-D version, we refer the reader to [15, 16] .
We first consider a 2-D system of conservation laws,
and note that it can be rewritten in the equivalent form: , and |I(x, y)| = ∆x∆y.
For simplicity, we consider a uniform grid x µ := µ∆x, y ν := ν∆y. If at time level t the cell averages, u j,k (t) :=ū(x j , y k , t), are available, we use them to reconstruct a non-oscillatory piecewise polynomial in x and y, u(x, y, t) = p j,k (x, y, t), x j− 1 2 < x < x j+ 1 2 , y k− 1 2 < y < y k+ 1 2 , ∀j, k, (2.4) and evolve it according to (2.3) . The (formal) order of the resulting scheme depends on the order of accuracy of a quadrature used to approximate the integrals in (2.3) and the order of accuracy of the piecewise polynomial interpolant (2.4). For instance, if second-order accuracy is desired, one may use the midpoint rule for the integrals in (2.3), 1 2 , y k , t)) − f (u(x j− 1 2 , y k , t)) ∆x − g(u(x j , y k+ 1 2 , t)) − g(u(x j , y k− 1 2 , t))
and a piecewise linear reconstruction, p j,k (x, y, t) =ū j,k (t) + (u x ) j,k (x − x j ) + (u y ) j,k (y − y k ). (2.6) To ensure a non-oscillatory behavior of the second-order central-upwind scheme, the slopes in (2.6) should be computed with a nonlinear limiter. In our numerical experiments, we have used a one-parameter family of the minmod limiters [19, 20, 24] :
where θ ∈ [1, 2] , and the multivariate minmod function is defined by
Notice that larger θ's correspond to less dissipative but, in general, more oscillatory limiters.
The second-order semi-discrete central-upwind scheme,
is, in fact, an approximation of (2.5) with the numerical fluxes H given by (see [15] for the derivation) 
(2.10)
Here, the one-sided local speeds can be estimated, for example, by are the "anti-diffusion" terms that help to reduce numerical dissipation present at non-oscillatory central schemes [15] :
where
Remark. In the original semi-discrete central-upwind scheme [16] , both q were chosen to be zero.
In [14] , the central-upwind scheme (2.8)-(2.14) has been generalized for the 2-D system of balance laws,
The resulting scheme is 1 2 , are still given by (2.9)-(2.10). However, it should be pointed out that the local speeds, 1 2 , can be affected by the presence of the source term, and that the formulae in (2.11) may require adjustments.
Remarks.
1. The semi-discretization (2.9)-(2.15) is a system of time dependent ODEs, which should be solved by at least second-order accurate and stable ODE solver. In our numerical experiments, we have used the third-order strong stability preserving (SSP) Runge-Kutta solver, [13] . 2. For the 1-D version of the semi-discrete central-upwind scheme (2.8)-(2.14), we refer the reader to [15] [16] [17] .
Particle methods -an overview
Let us now briefly describe the second main ingredient of our new method -the particle method. Consider a 2-D linear transport equation with variable coefficients: 
where β i (t) reflects the contribution of the source term f (see, e.g., [6, 22] ), which can be approximated by
Here, D i (t) is the domain that includes the ith particle and satisfies the following properties:
The size of D i (t) is typically obtained by solving the following ODE:
The initial positions of the particles, x p i (0), and the weights, α i (0), are chosen to provide with a high-order approximation to the initial data (2.17) according to (2.18) . The latter can be achieved by choosing
For example, one may cover the computational domain with a uniform rectangular mesh and use the midpoint rule, in which case In general, the system (2.19) has to be solved numerically, and at final time t fin , the solution ϕ(x, t fin ) should be recovered from the computed particle approximation ϕ N (x, t fin ). The reconstruction procedure, which is one of the key issues of this paper, is discussed in detail in the next section.
The finite-volume-particle method
The finite-volume-particle (FVP) method for (1.1)-(1.2) is a hybrid of the methods in Sections 2.1 and 2.2: we apply the semi-discrete central-upwind scheme to the Saint-Venant system (1.1), while the transport equation (1.2) is solved by the particle method. We now present a detailed description of the method.
Following [14] , we start by rewriting the system (1.1) in terms of the water surface, w := h + B, and the xand y-discharges, hu and hv,
The central-upwind scheme (2.9)-(2.15) is then applied to this system. To this end, the quadratures for
T that appear on the right-hand side (RHS) of (2.15) should be specified. The quadrature inR
j,k depends on the type of the source S. For instance, if the source is a smooth function as in Section 3, Example 3, the midpoint rule can be used:
A simpler example of a spatially localized point source is considered in [5] . To computeR
j,k , one should use the special quadrature, T ≡ 0, S ≡ 0), which corresponds to the "lake at rest" state. This property is especially important when quasi-stationary solutions are concerned (see [1, 14] for details).
In our FVP method, we will apply the central-upwind scheme to the Saint-Venant system (2.21) only, but it can be applied to the transport equation (1.2) as well. In the latter case, the numerical dissipation present at the central-upwind scheme can be reduce by applying it to the system (2.21) and equation (1.2) separately, as described in Appendix B. This approach leads to a reasonable overall resolution, as demonstrated in the numerical experiments in Section 3 and in [5] . However, the contact waves in pollution concentration are still excessively smeared, and therefore it would be desirable to further reduce the amount of numerical dissipation.
In order to achieve this goal, we solve equation (1.2) using the aforementioned particle method with ϕ := hT , ξ :=(u, v)
T , and f := T S S. Since the Saint-Venant system (1.1) can be solved independently of the transport equation (1.2), the particle method, described in Section 2.2, can be applied directly to (1.2). To do that, one will need to know the values of the velocity vector (u(
T and the functions β i in (2.19). The velocities, together with their partial derivatives required in (2.20), can be calculated from the piecewise linear reconstruction of w, hu, and hv, used for solving (2.21) by the central-upwind scheme. The functions β i depend on the type of the source term in (1.2). A particular example is considered in Section 3, Example 3.
Remark. Notice that, we use two different grids in our hybrid method. The grid for the central-upwind scheme, {(x j , y k )}, is fixed, while the particles locations, {x p i (t)}, change in time according to the flow velocity. Recall that after applying the particle method to equation (1.2), only the locations {x p i (t fin )} of the particles and their weights {α i (t fin )} will be available, and point values of the computed solution are to be recovered from the particle distribution. A commonly used way of such a reconstruction is to regularize the particle solution,
by taking a convolution product with a smooth kernel ζ ε (x), namely,
where ζ ε serves as a smooth approximation of the δ-function satisfying
It is well-known that the quality of this approximation depends on the smoothness of the solution [22] , and, unfortunately, when applied to discontinuous solutions, this reconstruction procedure will either smear the discontinuities or lead to oscillations, depending on the value of ε, as illustrated in Section 3, Example 1, To overcome this difficulty, in [5] , where the 1-D version of the problem (1.1)-(1.2) was studied, the computed particle data were interpreted as integrals of the approximated solution over some intervals around the particles. Then, dividing the weights α i by the lengths of the corresponding intervals, the cell averages (hT ) i were obtained. Since the resulting piecewise constant approximation may be very oscillatory, a nonlinear filter from [7] was implemented as a post-processing. However, even in the 1-D case, such an approach is of a limited use, as it is demonstrated in Section 3, Example 1. Furthermore, the key drawback of this technique is that its 2-D generalization is rather problematic since particles, moving with the flow, can form a very complicated unstructured grid.
In this paper, we propose a new method that allows to completely avoid any loss of resolution attributed to the regularization of the particle distribution, and at the same time, does not produce any spurious oscillations. The idea is to consider an equation on pollutant concentration T , 
provided either T or (hu, hv) vanish at infinity. Let us now take (hT )(x, 0) to be a single particle, α i (0)δ(x − x i (0)), which, as it is explained above, will evolve in time according to the ODE system (2.19). Then equation (2.26) reduces to the single ODE along the generalized characteristic x i (t):
Notice that since both h and S may be discontinuous, the RHS of (2.27) may be discontinuous as well. However, as long as S is bounded and h ≥ Const > 0, the RHS of (2.27) is bounded, and thus the existence of its generalized solution is guaranteed by the theory of Filippov [8] [9] [10] . In practice, h is a piecewise smooth function with a finite number of discontinuities only, and therefore one can numerically solve (2.27) by the same ODE solver used to solve the system (2.19). While doing this, h(x i (t), t) is replaced with w(
where w is a piecewise linear reconstruction of w, used for solving (2.21) by the central-upwind scheme. Finally, at time t = t fin the point values of T are obtained by
Remarks.
1. Notice that equation (2.25) is a consequence of (1.2) and of the first equation of (1.1) (at least for smooth solutions).
If S ≡ 0, then α i (t) ≡ α i (0) and (2.27) becomes trivial, and its solution is
Note that in this case, the particle method for hT reduces to the method of characteristics for T . However, one can verify that this will no longer be true if the RHS of (2.27) is not zero, that is, if S ≡ 0. In Appendix A, we illustrate an advantage of our approach over the method of characteristics on an example with a point source, where the method of characteristics fails while the FVP method produces an accurate solution. 3. We would like to point out that the first component of the presented hybrid FVP method, the Godunov type central-upwind scheme, can be replaced with one's favorite finite-volume method for the Saint-Venant system (1.1).
Numerical examples
In this section, we illustrate the performance of the FVP method in a number of 1-D and 2-D numerical examples. We also compare these results with the corresponding solutions computed by the semi-discrete central-upwind finite-volume (FV) scheme, applied to both (2.21) and (1.2) with a separate estimates of the local speeds, as it is described in Appendix B. In all the examples, the gravity constant was taken g = 9.8, the piecewise linear interpolants were constructed using the minmod limiter (2.6)-(2.7) with θ = 1.2, the particles were initially uniformly distributed, and the arising systems of ODEs were solved by the third-order SSP Runge-Kutta method [13] . For the detailed description of the 1-D FVP method we refer the reader to [5] , and the 1-D semi-discrete central-upwind scheme can be found in [15] [16] [17] .
Example 1 (1-D dam break). This example is devoted to the 1-D case, in which the
A particular set of the data (taken from 
The resulting hT and T are plotted in Figure 3 .2. One can clearly observe a poor resolution of discontinuities of the computed solution. Second, we implement the reconstruction method introduced in [5] : the weights α i (t) ≡ α i (0) are interpreted as integrals of the approximated solution over some intervals around the particles and the point values of hT are computed by dividing the α i (0) by the lengths of the corresponding intervals, namely,
The point values of T are obtained, as before, from (3.4)-(3.5). The results are shown in Figures 3.3a-b , where one can see very large oscillations both near the contact discontinuity and around the shock. We then post-process these data by applying a nonlinear filter [7] to both hT and T (the data are first projected onto the uniform grid, see [5] for the details). As in the examples, presented in [5] , the filter manages to remove the oscillations, see Figures 3.3c-d , but the achieved resolution is not as good as in the dam break example in [5] , where we considered the same problem with a slightly different initial data:
instead of (3.3). It should be also pointed out that even though the nonlinear filter is a very powerful tool for removing spurious oscillations, it may sometimes average out physically important features of the solution (especially in the 2-D case) and to produce a "staircase-like" approximations as in Figures 3.3c-d . Finally, we implement the new version of the FVP method, presented in this paper. The computed pollutant concentration, T , is shown in Figure 3 .3f. As one can clearly see, the achieved resolution is almost perfect. As for the computed values of hT , presented in Figure 3 .3e, the accuracy obviously deteriorate in the vicinity of the shock, since hT is obtained by multiplying the computed values of T and h, and the L 
Remarks.
1. Notice that h and hu are computed by the same central-upwind scheme for both the FVP and FV methods, and therefore we plot them only once. 
and the rest of the initial data is shown in Figure 3 .4. The water flows through the breach, located between y = 560 and y = 840, from the left to the right. The solution computed on a 500 × 500 grid at time t fin = 200 is shown in Figures 3.5-3 .7. The water height h, computed by the same second-order central-upwind scheme (2.9)-(2.15) for both the FV and FVP methods, is presented in Figure 3 .5. As one can clearly see, the scheme provides a very high resolution of both the circular shock wave and the vortices formed on the both sides of the breach. In Figures 3.6-3 .7, we show the pollutant concentration T , computed by the FV and FVP methods. One can observe a better resolution of the fronts, and especially of the structures inside the vortices, achieved by the FVP method, see In addition, we would like to recall that, while applying the FVP method, one does not need to calculate the values of T at every time step, since S ≡ 0 for this problem. Once the location of the particles are computed at final time t fin , T (x i (t fin ), t fin ) = T (x i (0), 0), according to (2.28). In order to compare the FV and the FVP methods, we present the three-dimensional (3-D) plots of the pollutant concentration T in Figure 3 .11. As one can observe, the FVP method outperforms the FV method (it can be especially clearly seen in the 2-D projection shown in Fig. 3.12 ). 
Appendix A
Here, we bring a 1-D example, taken from [2] , that illustrates an advantage of our method of computing the point values of T over the method of characteristics, which can be also used for solving equation (2.25) . The water flow is described by
where the point source, acting at x = 45 between t = 100 and t = 300, is given by which can be (formally) rewritten in the advection form:
The initial data for this example are: h(x, 0) + B(x) = 2, h(x, 0)u(x, 0) = 1, and T (x, 0) = 0. Solving this problem numerically requires a special treatment due to the presence of the point source on the RHS of the above equations. An implementation of the FVP method for the system (A.1), (A.4) has been presented in [5] . In this paper, we only show the computed solution at time t = 300 (right after the pollution source has been turned off), see Figure A. 1. Even though the exact solution of the problem is not available, these results agree well with those obtained by the two time step kinetic method [2] and by the central-upwind scheme [5] , so that we can assume that the computed solution is sufficiently accurate. Therefore, in the following we will use the computed T as a reference solution.
When the FVP method is applied in this example, the concentration T is obtained by solving the following system of ODEs along each characteristic curve, x = x p i (t): 
along the ith characteristic. For a practical implementation, the delta-function on the RHS of both (A.7) and (A.8) is usually regularized. Following [5] we replace the delta-function with
where ε is proportional to ∆t, and proceed to solving
together with (A.6) analytically. We start with the Method of characteristics. We look for a solution of (A.9) in the form
where we expect T (t) to be continuous at t = t * i and T (t) ≡ 0 for t ≤ t * i . We also rewrite h i (t) in a similar manner: 
Appendix B
Here, we discuss an important detail related to the application of the central-upwind scheme to both (2.21) and (1.2) (in Sect. 3, this scheme has been referred to as the FV method). In principle, the central-upwind scheme described in Section 2.1 can be applied to the extended system (2.21), (1.2) in a straightforward manner. However, it is possible to reduce numerical dissipation by taking an advantage of the fact that equation (1.2) is basically coupled with the system (2.21) only through the source term S. This can be achieved by using separate (and thus, more accurate) estimates of the local speeds of propagation for the the transport equation (1.2) and the Saint-Venant system (2.21) , 0 ,
